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Abstract

The surface diffusion-mediated decay of unidirectional and bidirectional sinusoidal

modulations of a solid surface below its roughening temperature was studied by kinetic

Monte Carlo simulation.  The characteristic decay time for bidirectional modulations with

wavelength l  was found to scale as l3, in agreement with a prediction of Rettori and

Villain and in contrast to the classical relaxation theory of Mullins for surfaces above the

roughening temperature.  The characteristic decay time for unidirectional modulations

was found to have approximately the classical l4 dependence, but a different temperature

dependence.  The results are explained in terms of terrace-width fluctuations and a

“terrace pinch-off” mechanism that short circuits step-step entropic repulsion as the

driving force for surface relaxation.  A simple model is developed that accounts for the

temperature and wavelength dependencies of the simulation results, with no adjustable

parameters.  Implications for the interpretation of experimental data are discussed.
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1.  Introduction

Control of the morphology of crystal surfaces is one of the most basic problems in

crystal growth. Often in technological contexts, one desires this morphology to be regular

and flat, but there are many factors that can impede this goal. Usually, there is great

technological advantage to grow a crystal at low temperatures, where evaporation and

bulk diffusion are negligible. Also, the ideal morphology of an atomically flat surface can

only be attained when the crystal surface is below its roughening temperature, TR [1]. But

in crystal growth by, e.g., condensation from a vapor, the deposition process is constantly

acting to roughen the surface. For growth with smooth surfaces there must be a

competing process, such as surface diffusion, that is fast enough to move atoms to low

energy positions. Too low a surface temperature quenches the surface relaxation

processes, leading to kinetically roughened surfaces.

The competition between the effects of deposition and surface relaxation on surface

morphology is being studied most commonly through experimental techniques such as

molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE), in which one lowers the deposition rate (to rates

typically of order 1 Å s-1) so that the mean free path of atoms moving on the surface is

long enough for them to find low-energy sites [2]. Of course, one can lower the

deposition rate only so much before the experiment starts taking too much real time, so

the analysis of the resultant morphology is by nature a combination of the deposition and

relaxation processes.

Experimentally there are several ways to approach the problem of separating the

roughening effects of deposition from the relaxation effects of surface diffusion.  Two

approaches to the problem are particularly promising.  The first is the study of island
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nucleation during deposition, for the island spacing and size distributions are intimately

related to the ratio of the deposition flux to the surface diffusivity [3]. This type of study

places deposition and relaxation in parallel.  The interpretation, however, is model-

dependent.  A second approach studies the resultant morphology of crystals grown from

the vapor by placing the roughening and relaxation processes in series.  Pulsed laser

deposition (PLD), for example, is used to condense pulses of vaporized atoms, each pulse

of which has an instantaneous flux typically over a million times faster than MBE [4].

With microsecond pulse duration, surface diffusion within the time scale of each pulse is

expected to be negligible.  Between pulses, however, surface diffusion operates

uninhibited.  A related approach, combining some qualities of both techniques, is

“interrupted MBE,” in which surface morphology is tracked once a depositing molecular

beam has been turned off [5].

Each of these methods depends on models that describe how surface diffusion by

itself acts to relax surfaces.  There is a long history to this field, but the control of crystal

growth on nanometer length scales has added some new twists to the problem.  How does

surface tension manifest itself as the driving force for relaxation on non-continuum

surfaces?  What role does the presence of steps play in surface diffusion?  There are new

technological twists as well.  Traditionally, one might study surface relaxation by cutting

a series of grooves into a metal surface, and tracking the profile of the groove as it was

annealed flat [6, 7, 8].  This procedure works well for soft, unreactive materials like many

metals, but is much more difficult for many of the important semiconductors.  The latter

tend to be tightly bound and highly reactive, with very high melting temperatures.
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Furthermore, as the discrete nature of the surfaces below TR is becoming apparent,

experimental deviations from the behavior of Mullins’ classical theory [9, 10] for

surfaces above TR have become manifest - e.g. facets grow instead of decay away; surface

profiles do not relax in a shape preserving manner [11, 12, 13].  One particularly

interesting study has been the relaxation of Si(001) [14, 15].  In STM studies of

unidirectional periodically modulated Si(001), relaxing surfaces show interesting

structure on the uppermost and lowermost terraces, where there are regions of very high

step curvature that extend across the widths of these regions.

It is not surprising that as control of surfaces on the atomic length scale has increased,

the phenomenon of surface relaxation has received renewed theoretical attention.  New

models have appeared that account for the influence of discrete steps on relaxation, but

they predict different temporal behavior than the exponential decay predicted by Mullins

and often seen in experiment.  Ozdemir and Zangwill [16] showed that when entropic

step-step repulsion is the primary driving force for surface relaxation, then the amplitude

decay, h tb g, of a unidirectional sinusoidal profile with wavelength l  should scale as

t l5 , i.e., h t f t,l lb g c h=
5 , see Eq. [12]), assuming that the solution to the decay

equation is shape-preserving and transport across terraces is diffusion-limited.

In this paper, we employ the kinetic Monte Carlo method (KMC) to model surface

relaxation of the solid-on-solid model.  KMC has been used extensively in the deposition

simulation community [17, 18], but to our knowledge, it has not previously been applied

to this problem. We study both unidirectional and bidirectional sinusoidal modulations in

a 2+1 dimensional system.  Our results are inconsistent with the model of Ozdemir and

Zangwill in that we do not find the scaling behavior predicted for entropic step repulsion
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in the wavelength and temperature regimes studied here.  Instead, surface relaxation is

primarily facilitated by a short circuit mechanism in which opposing steps on uppermost

and lowermost terraces fluctuate into each other, pinch-off, and then quickly evaporate

away. We use a simple argument, supported by simulation results, to show that this type

of behavior leads to the amplitude decay following t l4  scaling behavior.  Thus for large

wavelengths, the terrace pinch-off mechanism should always dominate surface relaxation

behavior.

We discuss the temperature dependence of surface relaxation and find that our results

are not consistent with the temperature dependence of Mullins’ classical theory. One

would not really expect our results, obtained at T TR< , should be consistent with

Mullins’ T TR>  theory.  However, Mullins’ expression has been always been used to

interpret experimental data below TR, extracting, for instance, activation energies for

adatom diffusion.

For bidirectional modulations, we find excellent agreement between our simulations

and the behavior predicted by Rettori and Villain [19], who predict that the amplitude

decay should be linear in time.

This paper is presented as a step toward the goal of understanding how macroscopic

surface relaxation behavior results from atomistic processes occurring on microscopic

length scales, for stepped surfaces below TR .  The paper is organized as follows.  In

Section 2.1.2 the classical theory of surface relaxation is reviewed.  In Section 2.1.3 a

current description of the surface tension of stepped surfaces below TR is reviewed.

Section 2.1.4 is a discussion of recent theories of surface relaxation kinetics below TR

primarily due to Ozdemir and Zangwill [16] and Rettori and Villain [19]; the terrace
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pinch-off short-circuit mechanism is identified and a simple analytic model presented.  In

Section 2.1.5 the kinetic Monte Carlo model is described and results for unidirectional

(“rippled”) and bidirectional (“dimpled”) modulations are presented.  In Section 2.1.6 the

wavelength-dependence and temperature-dependence of the relaxation rate are examined,

and our

paper concludes by re-analyzing the experimental data of Keeffe, et al [15], in view of

the picture presented here.

2.  Classical Theory of Surface Relaxation

A surface placed out of equilibrium by perturbing it from planarity relaxes to flatness

due to material transport from hills to valleys. The thermodynamic driving force behind

this redistribution of surface material is an overall reduction in surface free energy.  In the

classical theory of surface relaxation, primarily due to Mullins [9, 10] and valid for

T TR> , material is continuously transported from regions of negative curvature (hills) to

regions of positive curvature (valleys).  Continuous transport results from a continuum

description of surfaces in which surface tension is a smooth function of surface position;

in this case, the Gibbs-Thomson-Herring (GTH) form gives the surface chemical

potential, m , as a function of local curvature, k  [20]:

m g
g

q
k= +

¶

¶

F
HG

I
KJA

A
2

2 W .  [1]
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Here, g A is the surface tension and W  is the volume of the mobile species participating in

surface diffusion.  q  measures the orientation of the surface.  Usually, the term

¶ ¶
2 2g qA  is taken to be small, but we should note that below TR it actually diverges at

cusp points on the Wulff plot where ¶ ¶g qA  is discontinuous.  Bonzel and co-workers

have addressed this problem by studying an orientation dependent g A for which ¶ ¶g qA

is not discontinuous at cusps.  Strictly speaking, however, the form of Eq. [1] is valid

only above TR.

Mullins showed how gradients in this chemical potential drive surface relaxation [9,

10], and result in the equation of profile evolution (presented here in 1-d)

¶

¶
= -
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QP
¶

¶

h

t
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k T
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x
A S

B

g W
2 4

4 .  [2]

His results are summarized here, for comparison with the formulation of the problem for

T TR<  discussed below.  A perturbation of spatial frequency q = 2p l , and initial

amplitude Wq
0 will decay as

W t W tq q Mb g b g= -
0 exp t , [3]

where Mullins’ time constant, t M , is given by

t
g p

lM
S A

B
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k T
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42W b g
.  [4]
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Note some of the general characteristics of t M
-1.  As DS and C are expected to have

Arrhenius form, the activation energy is a sum of the creation and migration energies.

The pre-exponential factor has a T -1 temperature dependence, so the entire temperature

dependence of t M
-1 is contained in g A B Sk T D Cb g-1

.  The time constant also has a

characteristic l4 wavelength dependence.  The theory reviewed in this section is

completely general for small amplitude surfaces with isotropic diffusion and surface

tension, and thus should be as applicable to surfaces with a unidirectional modulation

(rippled, or “washboard” morphology) as to a bidirectional modulation (dimpled, or

“egg-crate” morphology).

As Mullins’ theory is applicable to stepped surfaces only above their roughening

temperature, strictly speaking it is not relevant to the situation discussed in this paper.

The power of the theory, however, is that it has a simple analytic solution that serves as a

benchmark against which other work can be compared.  The theory predicts that the

amplitude of any surface modulation will have an exponential decay with time, with a

time constant that has a predictable temperature and wavelength dependence.  Thus, in

experimental analysis of surface relaxation both above and below TR, it has been natural

to see whether a surface follows this decay behavior.

3.  Review of Step Energetics

The GTH expression for the surface chemical potential as a function of position, Eq.

[1], is not valid for surfaces below TR, e.g., slightly miscut vicinal surfaces with terraces
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and steps.  For these surfaces, it can be shown that the surface free energy per unit

projected area, as a function of local terrace width, l , is of the form [21, 22, 23, 24]

g g
b

l
T

l

B T

al
b g b g b g

= + +0 3
.  [5]

b Tb g is the creation free energy of a step and a is the atomic length along the step (for

simplicity, we shall assume that the atomic length in the directions parallel and

perpendicular to a step are the same).  The temperature dependence of b Tb g is fairly

weak, and for temperatures well below TR , the approximation b bTb g » 0 is quite good,

where b 0 is the creation enthalpy of an unkinked step at absolute zero.

The quantity B Tb g is given by

B T k Tb TBb g b g=
p 2

0
2

6
, [6]

where b T0
2b g is the rms deviation, measured over one lattice unit, of a step from its mean

position [25].  In a simulation with periodic boundary conditions of system edge length

L , one can find b T0
2b g by measuring the rms deviation, b TL

2b g, of a step that extends

across the entire simulation field and has length L .  Because of the periodic boundary

conditions, this step is constrained to begin and end along the same line.  For this specific

case, one can use the well-known relation [26, 27]:
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b T b T
L
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b g
= = ~

b
.  [7]

The factor, 
~
b , is known as the “line stiffness”.  It differs from the step free energy but is

related through the equation

~
b b

b

f
= +

¶

¶

2

2
 , [8]

where f  measures the mean orientation of the step.  Substitution of Eq. [7] into Eq. [6]

indicates that B Tb g has the explicit temperature dependence:

B T
k T

T
Bb g b g
b g

µ

2

~
b

 .  [9]

4.  New Discrete and Continuum Models for Surface Relaxation

In this section, the role of steps in creating a chemical potential gradient on

nonequilibrium stepped surfaces is examined.  Characteristic decay times will be found

for relevant unidirectional and bidirectional modulations.  It will be shown that the

temperature dependence of the decay time may be different than that predicted by

Mullins, but with reasonable assumptions for the microscopic mechanism of step

roughening, the wavelength dependence of the decay time has approximately the same

characteristic l4 dependence as t M .

It is straightforward to derive an expression for the chemical potential of atoms on

steps if entropic repulsion is the only consideration, in the absence of any energetic
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interaction between steps.  If we index steps by n, such that its neighboring terraces have

widths ln  and ln+1, then the chemical potential of an atom on the nth step is given by [16]:

m n
n n

aB T
l l

= -
L
NM

O
QP+

2
1 1

1
3 3b g   .  [10]

Not that this form for the chemical potential is not simply equivalent to the GTH form,

Eq. [1], using a temperature dependent surface tension, g Tb g.  If one used Eq. [5] as a

viable g Tb g, for instance, and plugged it into Eq. [1], the gradients in chemical potential

still yield a relaxation equation which to leading order has the form of Eq. [2], the only

difference being that g 0 replaces g  in Eq. [2].

Gradients in the chemical potential, Eq. [10] drive surface diffusion, and result in a

continuum relaxation equation [16, 19, 28]:

¶

¶
= -
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P
¶

¶

¶

¶
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2

W b g
 , [11]

where hs is the step height.  Ozdemir and Zangwill showed that if Eq. [11] does have a

shape preserving solution and adatom transport is diffusion limited, then its amplitude

will decay according to [16]

h t

h

ctb g
0

5

1

1» +
F
HG

I
KJ
-

l
 , [12]
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where l  is the wavelength of the shape preserving solution, and c is only temperature

dependent [16].  They comment, however, that this equation has not been solved in

complete generality, and while it does have shape preserving solutions, it is not certain

that an arbitrary initial profile will converge to one of them.

Eq. [11] describes the time evolution of an arbitrary surface profile when entropic

repulsion is the primary driving force for surface relaxation.  In this sense, it is rather

different than Mullins’ equation of profile evolution, Eq. [2].  One aspect of this

difference that is quite important is the temperature dependence of the prefactor, in

square brackets on the right-hand side.  The temperature dependence of the right hand

side of Eq. [2] is that of g A S BD C k T, while in Eq. (11), there is an extra factor of B Tb g.

Eq. [9] shows that B Tb g has a k T TBb g b g2 ~
b  dependence.  This implies that the

temperature dependence of the right hand side of Eq. [11] is that of D Ck TS B

~
b .  The

physical origin of this difference is the form for the chemical potential, Eq. [10],

gradients of which arise from step repulsion.  In contrast, the chemical potential that

Mullins used is based on the GTH form, Eq. [1], and gradients arise in order to reduce

surface area.

4.1.  Pinch-off phenomenon

To date, we are not aware of any experimental systems in which surface profile decay

obeys Ozdemir and Zangwill, and most surfaces (including surfaces like Si(001) that

seem to be below roughening) tend to decay classically, where the amplitude decay obeys

t l4 scaling behavior.  It has been suggested by a number of different groups, both
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theoretically [19] and in simulation [29], that a short circuit mechanism is operative.

Selke and Duxbury, in particular, show that a mechanism we have taken the liberty of

calling “terrace pinch-off” can be operative, and will lead to t l4 scaling [30].  We re-

derive the kinetics of terrace pinch-off here, since it seems to be the primary relaxation

mechanism in our simulations.  Our derivation is different than that of Selke and

Duxbury, and here we find the explicit temperature dependence of the amplitude decay.

The idea of terrace pinch-off is illustrated in Figure 1.  Consider a unidirectional

sinusoidal perturbation of a flat surface profile.  All steps along the slopes of the sinusoid

are constrained in their wandering, with the exception of the uppermost and lowermost

steps.  Each of these has a partner with opposite sign at the other side of the extremal

terrace.  In the absence of elastic or other energetic interactions these pairs of steps have

no energetic barrier to wander into each other, which they will do due simply to thermal

fluctuations.  Once they do so, the steps from opposite sides coalesce, creating a region of

step with very high curvature; this is the “terrace pinch-off” event.  If pinch-off occurs in

the top terrace, then the newly created line tension drives the chemical potential of the

uppermost terrace much higher than the chemical potential of the slopes.  The end result

is that the uppermost terrace dissolves very quickly as atoms move along the chemical

potential gradient downhill.  A similar argument for the lowermost terrace creates the

same gradient, since the line tension there will drive the chemical potential down.

We now address in detail two aspects of terrace pinch-off, (i) what are the kinetics of

the terrace width fluctuations, i.e., are they faster than the kinetics predicted by Ozdemir

and Zangwill (with amplitude decay scaling going as t l5 ), and (ii) is the post pinch-off

terrace dissolution actually faster than pinch-off itself (i.e., which is rate limiting)?
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a.  Steps start relatively straight.

b.  The edges of the top terrace fluctuate into

each other resulting in terrace pinch-off.

The fluctuation has length λ||  andamplitude A||.

c.  Regions of high step curvature expel atoms

to reduce line tension.

 

λ||

A||

Figure 1.  Pinch-off Mechanism for Surface Relaxation
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4.2  Kinetics of Pinch-off

Recently, Duport et al [31], calculated the time for the topmost layer of a

unidirectional sinusoid to peel off, i.e., pinch-off and then dissolve away.  They used

evaporation/condensation kinetics and found that the time for peeling goes as l lexpkb g ,

where l  is the width of the topmost terrace, and k  is a complicated function of

temperature.  In the simulation work below, relaxation occurs via surface diffusion so

their expression may not be applicable.  The kinetics of pinch-off are dominated by the

kinetics of step fluctuations.  This is a well-studied problem, recently attacked by

Pimpinelli, et al [32], and by Bartelt, et al [33].  We use a simple argument, very similar

to that of Pimpinelli, et al, to find the pinch-off time.  We restrict our discussion to the

surface-diffusion-limited case of step fluctuations that are caused by variations in the

instantaneous flux of adatoms from a terrace to a step (neglecting, for example, any

potential enhanced diffusive transport along the length of the step itself and interactions

with any other steps).  Specifically, we are looking for the creation time of a fluctuation

of length l || and amplitude A||, as shown in Figure 1.  We make the usual assumption that

the concentration of adatoms, C, is approximately uniform over the surface.  To within a

geometric factor of order unity, the number of adatoms per unit length of step that can

jump to the step in one hop is Ca, and thus the flux, J , of atoms hitting the step is given

by J Ca= G , where G  is the hopping rate.  The number of atoms that impinge on the step

in time t  over a length of step l || will be N t J tb g = l ||  to within a factor of 2, depending

on whether one counts the contribution of atoms coming from both terraces adjacent to
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the step.  The hopping rate is related to the diffusivity on a square lattice by

D aS = 1 4 2b g G  so we can find

N t
D C t

a
Sb g =

l ||   .  [13]

In equilibrium, detailed balance implies that the flux of atoms off the step equals the

flux of atoms onto the step, and fluctuations in the position of a step are caused by

variations in N tb g.  Following Pimpinelli, et al., we make the reasonable assumption that

variations in the particle transport rate are uncorrelated, so that the number of atoms that

contribute in the creation of a bump on a step is of order N tb g .  Note that this

assumption neglects any effect due to line tension of the step bounding the “bump.”

Since the number of atoms in the fluctuation should be proportional to the area it takes

up, we can find the characteristic time, t l || ||, Ad i, to create the fluctuation by solving

l t|| ||A a N2 2
» b g  .  [14]

Using Eq. [13], we find

t l
l

|| ||
|| ||, A
A a

D CS

d i »
-2 3

 .  [15]
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We assume that the pinch-off rate-limiting fluctuations have an aspect ratio given by the

equilibrium aspect ratio, Eq. [7].  This assumption is reasonable because fluctuations of

equilibrium aspect ratio should be the most common.  Hence we set A bL||
2 2
=  and l || = L

and eliminate l || from Eq. [15] using Eq. [7], resulting in

t
b

A
a

D Ck T
A

S B
|| ||

~

d i »
-6 3

4 .  [16]

We can find an upper bound for the relaxation time by realizing that the slowest

relaxation will occur if each layer of the sinusoid peels off one at a time, without any

movement of the steps not participating in the peeling.  For the mth layer of a sinusoid

described by truncating h x h xb g b g= 0 2cos p l , measuring m upward from the center line,

the pinch-off time, t Pm, is found by setting the step fluctuation amplitude equal to the

terrace width at the top or bottom of the surface modulation, A W tm|| » b g.  Simple

trigonometric considerations yield

W mhm s=
-

l

p
cos 1b g . [17]

Plugging Eq. [17] into Eq. [16] shows that t Pm has the form

t
p l

b
Pm s

S B

a
mh

D Ck T

T
-

-

-
-

-

=
1

4

3
1 4

4

6
cos ~b g

b g
 .  [18]
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If there is significant motion of steps during the dissolution of the topmost layer, then this

will tend make the next exposed terrace have a width W Wm m
'
< , thus increasing the decay

rate.

Eq. [18] shows that t P has the important similarity with Mullins’ characteristic time,

t M , Eq. [4], that both have the characteristic l4 dependence.  Furthermore, since the time

constant is proportional to l4 at every integer amplitude, it should be faster than the l5

dependence of Ozdemir and Zangwill, for macroscopic l , at constant h0.  It should act as

a short circuit mechanism.

To finish the analysis of the kinetics of pinch-off, we note some characteristics of Eq.

[18].  First, the wavelength dependence of the time constant for pinch-off depends on the

microscopics of adatom attachment/detachment at steps, and we have only argued that

Eq. [18] holds for the case of fluctuations caused by atom transport across terraces.

Second, although Eq. [18] has the same wavelength dependence as Mullins’ time

constant, t M  of Eq. [4], the mechanism here is neither chemical potential driven diffusion

(which occurs after pinch-off), nor entropic repulsion.  Finally, the temperature

dependence of the characteristic time is different from that of t M  in that the inverse of

the time constant follows the same D Ck TS B

~
b  behavior found in the prefactor of Eq.

[11].

4.3  Kinetics of Post-Pinch-Off Relaxation:  Dimpled Surfaces

Now we turn to question (ii), of whether relaxation rates post pinch-off are faster than

the kinetics of pinch-off.  One way to test this is to see how fast a surface relaxes whose
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terraces have already been artificially pinched-off.  Such a surface profile is given by a

bidirectional “dimpled” modulation described, in the continuum limit, by

h x y h
x y

, cos cosb g = F
HG

I
KJ
F
HG

I
KJ0

2 2p

l

p

l
 .  [19]

Rettori and Villain have solved this case analytically [34].  The primary difference with

the analysis here versus the case of the unidirectionally rippled surface is that the

chemical potential of the nth ledge of a particular dimple has an extra term corresponding

to a line tension that is always acting to pinch off the terrace, i.e.,

m
s

n
n n n

aB T
l l R

= -
L
NM

O
QP
+

+

2
1 1
3

1
3b g , [20]

where s  is the line tension, and Rn is the radius of the nth terrace.  Villain argues that the

line tension term dominates the expression for the chemical potential.  When this is true,

one finds that the surface profile decay is linear in time, and that the time for the dimples

to decay, t B , is given by

t
s e

lB
S B

B

D k T

h k T
- -

µ
-1

0

3exp Db g
 , [21]

where De  is the change in energy upon evaporation from a kink site.  The characteristic

time here takes the same form as that of Mullins, except that the decay time goes as l3
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rather than l4.  The temperature dependence is the same as for Mullins, perhaps not

surprisingly, as entropic step repulsion is not the primary driving force for relaxation.

To summarize, we found that the characteristic time for pinch-off should scale as l4,

while the characteristic time for dimple relaxation/terrace dissolution post pinch-off

scales as l3.  Since these processes occur in series, when l  is large enough, for a given

h0, pinch-off will be the rate limiting step for surface relaxation.

5.  Simulation Model for Surface Relaxation

A number of surface relaxation simulation studies have employed the Metropolis

algorithm [29, 35, 36, 37, 38].  Typically, the algorithm works as follows: an atom is

chosen at random; it is tested whether or not it jumps by calculating Dn n n= - ¢ , the

difference in the number of near neighbors an atom has before, nb g  and after ¢nb g a jump

has been completed.  If Dn < 0, the jump is executed.  Otherwise, it jumps with

probability Pk , given by

P n k Tk B= -exp eDb g .  [22]

It has been recognized that the most serious problem with these simulations is that, in the

use of the Metropolis algorithm, one is not guaranteed that the Monte Carlo step

corresponds to a real time step - all that is guaranteed is that the system follows a Markov

chain through configuration space [39].

With this kinetic law, Eq. [22], atoms are guaranteed to move as fast on a terrace

(Dn = 0) as along a step (Dn = 0, again).  There will be an energy barrier to jump off
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steps.  For this reason, steps will tend to roughen by diffusion along their lengths, rather

than by evaporation/condensation from terraces.

We chose to simulate surface relaxation using the “kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)”

method [40, 41], in which the entire problem is phrased in terms of hopping rates, kn , for

an atom to jump from a site with n lateral near neighbors,

k n k Tn B B= - +n e e0 exp b g  , [23]

where n 0 is the attempt frequency, e  is a “bond energy,” and e B  is the bond energy to

the substrate (we used e e= B ).  In KMC, one does not assign jump probabilities, but

rather, jump rates.  By creating lists of all possible atomic transitions, a step in the KMC

algorithm entails picking an event to happen (with appropriately weighted probability),

and then moving at random one of the atoms that can undergo such an event.  The

simulation time is then incremented by the appropriately weighted inverse jump rate.  For

studying surface relaxation at low temperatures, simulation speed is greatly enhanced

over the Metropolis algorithm, as an atom is guaranteed to jump at every iteration.

Furthermore, the time step in KMC takes on a real physical significance. If one were

to replace e en B+b g  by Dne  in Eq. [23], leading to an expression similar to Eq. [22], we

would make the hopping rate along steps equal to the hopping rate across terraces.  Thus,

Eq. [23] has the physical attribute that diffusion across terraces becomes much faster than

diffusion along step edges.  On the other hand, desorption from a step onto a terrace is

just as fast as diffusion along the step.
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Using the kinetic law, Eq. [23], we can find quantitative expressions for the relevant

activated processes in the model-dependent characteristic times.  For diffusion across

terraces, we have

D
a

k TS B B=
F
HG

I
KJ

-

2
0

4

n
eexpb g , [24]

since n = 0 in that case.  The equilibrium concentration of adatoms is

C T a G k TF Bb g b g= -
-2 exp D  .  [25]

The formation free energy of an adatom, D DG T SF F F= -e  is the standard free energy

change upon “evaporation” from a kink site (n = 2) onto a terrace.  The kinetic law, Eq.

[23], was chosen with the assumption DSF = 0, so that we expect to find DGF F= =e 0 2.

eV for the formation energy parameter value here.  Therefore, we expect to find

D C k TS Bµ -exp eb g, with e e= + =B FGD 0 3.  eV.

In the simulations presented here we present a physically relevant framework by

setting n 0
1210=  sec-1 and using a range of temperatures so that e k TB  lies between 1.45

and 5.8 (corresponding to e = 01.  eV and T  = 200 – 800 K, i.e., 0.28TR-1.1TR).  The

roughening transition for this model occurs at k TB e = 0 62. .  (T »  720 K).  Simulations

were performed on square lattices sized 256 x 256.  Not all wavelengths (in either the

rippled or dimpled morphologies discussed here) were studied at all temperatures.  Small
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ratios of h0 l  were studied in order to create geometries with large enough terrace

widths that a concentration of adatoms could be maintained.

Two geometries were studied: (i) a unidirectionally rippled surface with wavelengths

of 16a, 32a, 64a described by truncating h x h xb g b g= 0 2cos p l , with h0 4= , and (ii) a

bidirectionally dimpled surface described by truncating

h x y h x y, cos cosb g b g b g= 0 2 2p l p l , with the same wavelengths.  For l = 64a , T = 300 K

(= 0 42. TR), three amplitudes were investigated, h0 = 4a, 7a and 10a.

6.  Results and Discussion

6.1 Wavelength and Temperature Dependence of Dimple Relaxation Kinetics

Figure 2 shows a series of snapshots of the relaxation for the dimple geometry with

l = 64a , e k TB = 386.  ( T  = 300 K = 0.42TR).  Using Eq. [21], we should find that there

is data collapse when plotting h(t) vs. t Bt , where

t
e

l
B

B F B

B

G k T

k T
=

- +exp Db g
c h3

 . [26]

With e B FG+ =Db g 0 3.  eV, as discussed, one finds excellent agreement with Rettori and

Villain in that the amplitude data collapses and the decay is linear with time, especially at

long wavelengths and low temperatures.

Figure 3 shows the data collapse for initial amplitude, h a0 4= , illustrated by the

amplitude of the primary Fourier component of the decay profile.  In general, graphs of
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the amplitude (i.e., average highest points) vs. time plateau at integer values (see, for

example, Figure 4).  This indicates that the surface is primarily relaxing layer by layer;

dissolution of the topmost/bottommost layers is occurring faster than the steps along the

downslopes are retreating from each other.  There is clearly a trend toward linear decay

and a better data collapse as the wavelength increases.  Indeed, for l = 64a ,

e k TB = 386.  (T = 300 K = 0 42. TR), highlighted in Figure 3, there is an unmistakably

linear decay with time in the Fourier data.

 

          tν0 0 0= .                          t xν0
62 39 10= .

       t xν0
6359 10= .         t xν0

64 79 10= .

        t xν0
6598 10= .         t xν0

6718 10= .

Figure 2.  Snapshots of dimple relaxation:  l = 64a , e k TB = 39.  (T TR= =300 0 42K . )
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Figure 3. Amplitude of primary Fourier coefficient for 200 K £ £T  800 K

(0 28 11. .T T TR R£ £ ), 16 64a a£ £l  collapsed by scaling time with

t e lB B Bk T k T- -

= -
1 3expb g , using e = 0 3.  eV.  The linear decay of

amplitude with time at temperatures well below TR is in accordance with the

theory of Rettori and Villain.
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Figure 4. (a) FFT amplitude and (b) average bump height for l = 64a , T = 300 K, with

h a0 4= , 6a and 10a, showing data collapse by scaling time with the initial

amplitude.
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At smaller wavelengths and higher temperatures, the relaxation rate becomes more

exponential.  At T = 800 K = 11. TR, the decay constant of the exponential decay was

found to obey t laµ  with a  = 3.9 ± 0.1.  This is essentially classical decay behavior,

Eq. [4], expected above TR.

We reiterate that Rettori and Villain predict that the temperature dependence of the

characteristic time has the form t eB B Bk T k T-
-

µ -
1 1b g b gexp , the same as for the time

constant above TR.  This results from the GTH-like form of the chemical potential when

the dominant driving force for relaxation is the reduction of line length (Rettori and

Villain) or surface area (Mullins).

Figure 4 shows the data collapse of the relaxation profile for l = 64a , T  = 300 K =

0.42TR for h a0 4= , 7a and 10a, where h t hb g 0  is plotted against t hn 0 0 .  One sees the

data exhibits linear decay for each amplitude, and nearly perfect data collapse, indicating

that t B  is roughly proportional to h0, as predicted.

6.2  Wavelength Dependence of Ripple Relaxation Kinetics

Figure 5 shows the ripple relaxation behavior for l = 32a , e k TB = 39.  (T = 300 K =

0 42. TR) and Figure 6 shows the ripple relaxation for l = 64a , e k TB = 2 3.  (T = 500 K =

0 69. TR).  Also similarly to the dimple simulations, the top terrace hill/valley pair appears

to get completely annihilated before there is significant step motion showing relaxation in

the next layer.  One has this impression because of the clearly shown pinch-off events.

The relaxation kinetics of these simulations were found to be system-size independent;
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some of the smaller wavelength simulations were repeated on 128x128, 256x256 and

512x512 lattices, yielding indistinguishable results.  Furthermore, in most of the

t xν0
52 39 10= . t xν0

62 39 10= .

t xν0
6335 10= . t xν0

6718 10= .

t xν0
69 57 10= . t xν0

7215 10= .

Figure 5.  Snapshots of ripple relaxation:  l = 32a , e k TB = 39.  (T TR= =300 0 42K . )
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t xν0
4143 10= . t xν0

5143 10= .

t xν0
54 28 10= . t xν0

6357 10= .

t xν0
6570 10= . t xν0

7143 10= .

Figure 6. Snapshots of ripple relaxation:  l = 64a , e k TB = 2 3.  (T TR= =500 0 69K . )
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simulations, there were multiple pinch-off events per top terrace.  In other words, the

mean separation between pinch-off events was less than the system size dictated by the

periodic boundary condition.  Therefore, there is no enhanced terrace dissolution speed

because of artificially short lengths between pinch-off events.

It is not that there is no step motion during the dissolution of a terrace.  Figure 7

shows the average surface profile of the for l = 32a , e k TB = 2 9.  (T = 400 K = 056. TR),

where each profile contour is separated from its neighbors by an equal interval of time.

Sinusoids have been superimposed for reference.  The profile is neither shape preserving

in time (i.e., always remains a sinusoid) nor is the surface relaxing entirely layer by layer

(i.e., slopes remain constant).  Rather, the true relaxation profile is somewhere in

between; the shape fluctuates between having a flat top to having a rounded top.  The

process can be described qualitatively as follows: The surface remains with a relatively

flat top.  Steps along the slopes are relatively immobile until a pinch-off event occurs,

evidenced by the density of contours around integer amplitudes in Figure 7.  Once pinch-

off happens, the surface amplitude decays quickly to the next integer amplitude.  During

this time steps along the sides of the profile move away from each other slightly,

decreasing the slope of the modulation hills, and generally smoothening out the profile.

The average contour seems most nearly sinusoidal when it has amplitudes at half-

integers.

To analyze the relaxation profiles, we first attempted to collapse our amplitude data

by the scaling law suggested by Ozdemir and Zangwill, Eq. [12], which should occur by

plotting h t hb g b g0  vs. t la , with a = 5.  Such an attempt failed, in direct contrast to the

results of Murty and Cooper [38].  Our data begin to collapse for a  near 4 (see Figure 8),
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as expected for the pinch-off model.  In fact, while there is no particular reason to do it

other than through analogy with the classical decay behavior, one can fit an exponential

decay curve through all of the relaxation data and plot the dependence of the time

constant on wavelength.  When this is done, we find that the scaling exponent sits

between a = 35.  and a = 4 0. , for all temperatures.  Among the possible origins of the

discrepancy between our results and that of Murty, et al, might be their use of Metropolis

algorithm, and their use of the Dn kinetic law, Eq. [22].

Runs with l = 16a , 32a and 64a at T  = 800 K = 1.1TR exhibited exponential decay

with the time constant obeying the classical dependence, t lµ
±4 0 1. .  This result has

already been seen in Metropolis algorithm relaxation of 2+1 sinusoidally corrugated

surfaces [37], and should be considered a sanity check.

Figure 7.  Average relaxation profile for l = 32a , e k TB = 2 90.  (T TR= =400 056K . ) at

time intervals of t  = 1.8 x 10-9 s.  Sinusoids (bold dashed lines) have been

placed at amplitudes of hs, 2hs, 3hs, as guides for the eye in order to contrast

with sinusoidal-shape-preserving decay.
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6.3  Temperature Dependence of Ripple Relaxation Kinetics

We now test whether the decay constant has the temperature dependence predicted by

the pinch-off model, Eq. [18], and implied by the entropic repulsion model, Eq. [11], i.e.,

those models expected to be valid for T TR< .  In these models, we expect data collapse

when plotting h t hb g 0  vs. t Pt , where

t
b

e
lP

B

B

k T

T k T
- -

µ
-F
HG

I
KJ

1 4
~ exp
b g

.  [27]

In order to make such a collapse, we need 
~
b Tb g.  To this end, we have used two

approaches.  Each relies on the relation, Eq. [7], to relate the line stiffness to the rms step

width, b0
2.  First, we examined the step width vs. temperature via simulation by relaxing a

single, extremely wide terrace, at different temperatures.  One can also use the following

model-based relation [25], derived for k TB < e :

b T
z a

z
0
2 0

2

0

2

2

1
b g

b g
=

-
, [28]

where z k TK B0 = -exp eb g.  The results of both approaches are shown in Table 1.  Using

the simulation data, we consistently find a value of 
~
b  higher than that expected by Eq.

[28].  Data collapse using the results of Eq. [28] yielded poor results, so only the results

of the measured 
~
b  are used in the subsequent discussion.
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Figure 8.  Data collapses for ripple relaxation, 200 K £ £T 600 K, 16 64a a£ £l : (a)

classical temperature dependence, t e lM B Bk T k T- -

= -
1 4expb g , (b) pinch-off

model, with correction for line stiffness, t e b lP B Bk T k T T- -

= -
1 4exp

~b g a f ,

where 
~
b Tb g is given in Table 1.  In all cases, e = 0 3.  eV.
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Table 1.  Measured and calculated values for the line stiffness, 
~
b Tb g.  The calculated

values were found using Eq. [28] with e = 0 2.  eV.

      T (K)     
~
b sim eVb g    

~
b theory eVb g

200 0.74 2.99
300 0.39 0.93
400 0.22 0.46
500 0.14 0.28
600 0.08 0.19
700 0.07 0.13

Figure 8 shows the data collapse of l £ 64a , 200 K £ £T 600 K

(0 28 083. .T T TR R£ £ ), (a) using the classical form, t Mt , with t M  given by Eq. [4], and

(b) using Eq. [27], and the value of 
~
b Tb g found via simulation, each with e B FG+ D  = 0.3

eV.  The magnitude of the primary Fourier coefficient was used instead of the amplitude,

because the former tended to be less noisy.  Using the classical form with g A assumed

temperature independent, one finds reasonable data collapse as T  approaches TR; at low

temperatures the data collapses for each set of wavelengths, but between each

temperature, the collapse is bad.  This is not surprising as t  scales as l4 in both models,

but they have different temperature dependencies.

Using the pinch-off temperature and wavelength dependence, Eq. [18], one finds

excellent data collapse at temperatures of 200 K, 300 K, 400 K, i.e., well below TR.

Although 
~
b  is relatively flat over most of the temperatures regime of interest, it does start

rising as T approaches 200 K, as in Table 1.  This rise was found to be essential to make
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the T = 200 K data collapse.  We emphasize that the data collapses shown in Figure 8

were made without any adjustable parameters.

Based on the results of our simulations, the question is raised as to what form to use

in analyzing experimental data in order to extract out Arrhenius parameters.  In this vein,

we have re-examined the Si(001) data of Keeffe, et al [15], who measured the relaxation

time constants for gratings on Si(001).  They fit their results to Eq. [4], Mullins’ form,

finding an activation energy of 2.3 eV.  From the appearance of the product D CS  in Eq.

[4], this energy should be the sum of the energy barrier for terrace diffusion and the

adatom creation energy.  The most reliable measurement of the activation energy for

diffusion on Si(001) is 0.67 eV for the fastest diffusion direction, which is along the

dimer rows, and 0.76 eV for the slow direction perpendicular to the dimer rows [42].

Estimates for adatom creation energies are about 1.0-2.0 eV; Keeffe cites the value 1.3

eV.  Thus the measured energy of 2.3 eV is not unreasonable.

To fit using Eq. [27] instead, one needs 
~
b Tb g, which to our knowledge has not

been measured for this system.  As a first try, however, one can use a temperature

independent 
~
b , and in this case, one finds a fitted activation energy of 2.5 eV.  We can

also use Eq. [28] to estimate the importance of 
~
b Tb g, since while 

~
b Tb g hasn’t been

measured, the kink creation energies have been.  Kink creation energies are of order 0.01

eV to 0.15 eV for the SA and SB  steps of Si(001) respectively [43].  Over the range of

temperatures studied, Eq. (27) yields a relatively flat 
~
b Tb g (compared to the variation of

~
b Tb g in our simulation).  Using these values and Eq. [27] yield a range for the activation

energy between 2.41 eV and 2.55 eV.  None of these results are particularly far from the

2.3 eV value found by Keeffe.
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Given the uncertainty in the relevant energies, the difference in calculated activation

energies when fit to the Mullins model versus the pinch-off model is perhaps not

meaningful enough to tell whether pinch-off is actually the relevant relaxation

mechanism for Si (001).  The main point of what is shown here is that this alternative

analysis of relaxation data does not give silly results when applied to real systems.

Si(001) is also a complicated system in that there are probably additional factors in the

surface free energy due to elastic interactions between steps.  Some simple cases have

been solved.  For instance, if the step-step interaction potential is of the form a l 2  then it

can be shown [24, 25, 44] that the form of the surface energy, Eq. [5] is correct, with

B Tb g replaced by ¢B Tb g, where

¢ = + +
L
N
M

O
Q
P

R
S|
T|

U
V|
W|

B T
B T a

B T
b g b g

b g4
1 1

2

3

2
1 2 2

p a
 .  [29]

If a  is small, one recovers the form of B Tb g discussed in this paper.  However, if a  is

very large, the contribution due to the entropic interaction drops out of Eq. [29].  When

this happens, ¢B Tb g loses its temperature dependence, and, interestingly, the prefactor of

Eq. [11] regains Mullins’ temperature dependence, D C k TS B .
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7.  Summary

1.  For unidirectional modulations, we developed an analytical model for the kinetics of

terrace pinch-off limited relaxation that predicts a characteristic decay, t P, with the

following wavelength, and temperature dependence:

t
e

b
lP

B Bk T k T

T
- -

µ
-1 4exp

~
b g
b g

. [30]

2.  Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of the surface relaxation of 2+1 dimensional stepped

surfaces below TR were presented.  The results were:

(a) The results for the relaxation of bidirectionally modulated surfaces are consistent

with the model of Rettori and Villain in which step line tension reduction

dominates the driving force for surface relaxation and the characteristic decay

time is

t e lB B Bh k T k T- -
-

-

µ -
1

0
1 1 3b g b gexp .  [31]

(b) For the range of wavelengths and temperatures studied, relaxation of the

unidirectional sinusoids appears to proceed by a two-step process - (1) steps

fluctuate until the sides of either the uppermost or lowermost terraces “pinch-off”,
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at which point (2) a region of high curvature step evaporates atoms, quickly

dissolving the terrace and lowering the overall amplitude by one atomic layer.

(c) For unidirectional modulations, t  exhibits la  wavelength dependence, with

a » 4 0. .  These results are in disagreement with the predictions of Ozdemir and

Zangwill for unidirectional modulation relaxation in the diffusion-limited regime,

but agree with the prediction of the pinch-off model, Eq. [29].

(d) For unidirectional modulations, t -1 is more consistent with the

k T T k TB B

~
expb eb ge j b g-  form of the pinch-off model, rather than the

k T k TB Bb g b g-

-
1
exp e  form of the classical theory, commonly used in fitting

experimental data.

3.  In light of these results, a re-analysis of the data of Keeffe et al., for Si(001)

relaxation, indicates that reasonable measures of the activation energy can be

obtained by using either Mullins’ form or the alternate form presented here.
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